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Preface

I, as E.
professional Trirse, feel.that every person is

accorded rights and privileges and that these rights are not

relinquished when that person becomes a patient and enters

into the health care system. It is important that every

nurse is or becomes aware of these rights and of her responsi-

bility to uphold them. For this reason, I have designed the

following course, ,eminare Legal Parsrectives or,Nursing

Practice, which will be taught to students in the professional

nursing program - Bachelor of Science degree level. 87 pro-
\

viding the students with definitions and examples of the

legal aspects of nursing, it is hoped that they will gain in

knowledge and understantiing, their legal responiibility to

themselves, their patients, and the community-at-large; and

that it will be maintained throughout their careers.

In the course design, the class caltnder is included,

showing tfie unit lecture dates, exam dates, and guest speaker

dates. The purpose of the course contains a statement oi

* major course goal3 and objectives based on the goals of the

University. The course description and glossary of terms are

self-explanatory: The bibliography containa a list of

required and recommended texts as well as referenne books,

magazines, newsletters, films, and cassettes that are on

reserve in the libary for the student's use.
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Each unit in.this design contains an outline which is for

the instructor's use only, a brief overview of each unit with

goals and objectives (which the student will get), a list of

reading assignments, and a sample of test questions. /t is

realizeid that the course is not all inclusive and that future

references would be utilized.

The instructor's evaluation, at the end of the design,

is also self-explanatory.

I have chosen the date, Spring 1982, to teach this

course because if the curriculum was in operation, it would

be the first time the course would be offered (that / would

be able to teach).

ii
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The primary purpose of the University is to provide a

setting and an opportunity for individualss to acquire an

understanding of a broad base of knowledge that will enable

them to perform various functions according to societal

norms. Within the framework of this philosophy, the Sohool

of Nursing offers a specially designed curriculum to permit

the student to progressively develop theoretical and practical

nUrsing skills so that upon completion, he or,she will be

sufficiently prepared for a.career of professional nursing

mortice. The course. ftgatti-LIW-22=212=12.21-1-Ming

Practlal, has become a part of the curriculum ineorder to

provide the student with a theoretical orientation to the

types of law and legml ramifications essential to the practice

of nursing; and will offer plrepectives from which the

nursing problems of patiiints and patient care-can,be viewed

and explored.

This course was prepared especially for students so that

they may gains

1) The prerequisite to entry into the Clinical Nursing

series of courses.

2) The units necessary towards a Bachelor of Science

degree in nursing.

3) Knowledge of the legal responsibilities of a 'nurse

within various settings of practice.

I
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4) InforMatiorf'useful in the legal understanding of_

consumer-provider relations. .

5) Insight into professional nursing status and

liabilities of the same..

At the end of the course, stutents will be able tog

1) Relate the aspects of nursing law to actual

clinical situations by:

a) Successfully negotiating a work contract with

a hospital based on a list of hia or her quali-

ficationi and professional achievements.

b) Correctly determining what type of consent, if

any, is needed from a patient and obtaining

it legally.

c) Accurately determining that by anting or not

acting apPropriately in a situation would

constitute negligence or malpractice,,and

(tiking appropriate items to avoid it.

d) Writing correct and appropriate nurse's notes

for assigned patients.

2) Learn and practice nursing skills in a designated

clinical setting with full knowledge of his or her

legal responsibilities to the natient and the

74, institution involved bys

a) Always asking for supervision when doing pro-

cedures that have not been completely checked

off on the skills inventory sheet, by supervisors

in the clinical area0
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Long-ums....ecoimoLlgztis

The long-range objeCtivos are included as a way for, the

instructor to assess the Ung-range effects of the course.

1) Within one year of completing.the course, 95% of-

\ the students who are majoring in nursinewill have

received satisfitdry.clinical performance evalua-
,

tions from their instructors with written evldence

0

0

0

0

that thi student hass
0

a). acted professionally (in a considerate and

respectful manner).

b) taken necessary precautions to prevent or

avoid.causing an accident or injury to

assigned patients.

c) acted on behalf of, and has responded to the

patient in terms of meeting his/her needs in

a safe and professional manner.

2) Of the students who mrk in the local hospitals

after graduation, 95% will continue to receive

satisfactory performance evaluations based on the

above and additioral criteria.

4
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Nursing 89, latzusrvetsoutarjans
aggilll, is a requIred course In the,,nursing curricUlum of

Diablo University and is prerequisite to entry into the

Clinical Nursing series of courses. This course may not be

challenged or audited.

Nursing 89 IA offered to all nursing students in the

Spring semester of their Sophomore year. It is also offered

as a cummer interim cfmrse. A total of three hours of class

(in 1-1/2 hour segments) will 'be provided.weekly for.fifteen

weeks, utilizing 'guest speakers. films, discussion's, and

lectures.

'The major focus of this course'will be on the various

legal concepts, terms, and conditions upon which nursei must

base their practice. In.order to study this, the course has 5

been divided into 8 units, each wlth a set of goals and

objectives. Thcy explain what the student must achieve for

each unit and how he or she can achieve it (this is explained

in detail in a discussion of each unit). For each unit, it

. will be.necessary for the student to read the listed assign-
*

manta before class in order to participate in class

discussions.

There will be four.examinations, each worth 25% of the

total course grade. Each test will contain 100 points, for a

total of 400 points at the end of the coarse. Each student

o
I-- I I ID 11-
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must obtain no less than 300 points or 75% in order io pass

the course with-a grade of C.

There will bessaveral quizzes given in order to deter-
..

mine if'-atudents are having difficulties understanding the

course material. 'These will Pe graded on a.satisfactory!.

,Unsatisfac-tory)itsie.
b

The,following office schedule has been set up 'for

individual siudents or grows who have,qUestions or need

assiatance'with the course.materiall

Monday 8-10 AM

1:4 PM
er

Wednesday 8-10sAM

Friday 8-11 AM

/t is anticipated that 85%.Of the students who take the

course will meet the objectives and requirements, and will

pass the course with a C or above.

For those students who nmst drop out for various reasons

or who fail, the course will be offered dtring the first

summer interim of each school year.

1 1
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A.Wevement - the expected acdomplishilont of the student

at the end of the course.

Analyze , - to break down into' relevant parts, and explain

on that basis.

Goal- - the general outcome that is expected of each

student at the end of each-unit and at the

end of the course.

!CnoW - to be able to recognize or recall necessary

information.

ObJective - specific abilities, attitudes, and/or skills

the student is expected tc gain based on the

goals of each unit and at the end of the

course:

Persrective - a view of things in their true relationship

to the Abject.

Understand - to recognize, comprehend, and explain.

12
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OP
UNIT I OUTLINE

Laws in General

I. Definition of LAW

II. history of Law

A. Functions

1. Confirms peoPle's rights and privileges

2. Provides a framework for government

B. Sources

Organic law - Constitutionitself

2. Statutory law - legislative law, administrative

law.

a. Codes - publication of statutory law

3. Common law - (decisional) - judge made law

C. Types

1. Public law

a. Criminal law

2. Private

a. Civil law

3. Equity - acted upon in accordance with the conscience'

D. Courts - the American Government

1. Criminal

.2. Civil

3, Probate

E. Stare decisis - "the previous decision stands"

1. Setting precedents

a. Renounced in statuatory law

15
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UNIT I

Ligatl

Liws make up the foundation of any society and everything
4

within it. In order to understand laws specific to a given

component, such as nursing, it is necessary to understand how

law began, the types of law, and the role of the court system

in the American Government.

I. 22,11 You will bcom faniliaemith the history,

functions, 'mummy and types of-law.

r,..

9119ctive1s i) Verbally, in class, as a greup of 50

you will trace the history and functions

of law from one of the following

perspectivess

Roman Empire

English

American

2) Verbally, in class, as a group of 5,

you will describe the sources of

American law and explain how the types

of law relate to each source.

Organic law public law

Statutory law private law

Common law equity

You will became familiar with the role of

the court system et the American Government

on the ?ederal and State levels.

II. Goal:

16
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UNIT I (cont'd)

II. (cont'd)

Obigettats 1) Verbally, in class, in a group of 5,

you will trace the functions of the

court System on the State level or

the Federal level. Give examples of

cases heard in each court. (May

trace one (1) example through each

level if appropriate.)

7
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1) Creighton, Helen. Nurse

Philadelphia. W. B. Saunders Co., 1975. Chapter 1.

2) Rothman, D. A. and Rothman, N. L. The Profissional Wires

and the Law. Boston. Little, Brown and Company. 1977.

Pages 17-23.

3) Streiff, C. J. (Ed.). Nursing and the Law, (2nd ed.).

Rockville, Maryland. Aspen Systems Corporation, 1975.

Pages 127-131.

a 8
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1) List the two major functions of.all law.

b)

2) Match the following terms related te law ana the courts

with the appropriate "description*of ',ache

a) Probate vourt

b) Organic law

c) Statutory law

d) Civil court

e) Common law

f) Criminal court

the ConstitUtion of the U.S.

judge-made law

public cases,are heard

where the revious decision stands

private eases are heard

administrative law

Wills

19



UNIT II OUTLINE

, The Nurse Practice totittoensure

I. Source

A. Business and Proiessions Code, Section 2700-2830

(Calif. 1939)

1. Sections

a. Legislative intent

b. Definition of Nursing Practice - job descriptions

1) by NrA (California)

2) ANA

c. Procedures

1) Standardized

2) Nursing

2c Who is covered

a. RN

b. LVN - LPN

c. Techniciani

d. Nonlicensed personnel

0. Legal Aliens

3. Professional Conduct

a. On Duty

b. Off Duty

a. "Conscientious objection"

20



UNIT II OUTLINE (cont'd)

II. Licensure. - Definition

A. Boaisds regulating Nursing

B. Types

1. IndelSendent

2. Institutional

C. Methods

1. Examination

2. 'Eadorsement/Reciprocity

D. Issuance - original

1. Renewals

a. Continuing education

2. Revocation

a. Suspension

b. Loss of license

c. Conviction

3. Practicing without a license

a. Joint statements on practice

6

21
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UNIT II

The Nurte Pra.tiOe Act/tisensure

17

Each state has a set of laws governing the profession of

Nursing. These laws offer a definition of professional nursing

r!lich probides guidelines upon w'lich we base our practice and

our professional conduct. nach state aasures the publiO that

the nurse is qualified to practice through licensurek The

types and methods of licensure will be examined along with

some of the problems that have arisen. (Pamphlet of the Nurse

Practice Act will be provided.)

I. goals You will know the importance of the Nurse

Practice Act (NPA) for the State of

California.

Obiectivev (In class without references)

1) You will correctly list all three

41 components of the NPA.

2) You will be able to state correctly, in

writing, in what body of law the

California NPA is found.

3) You will be able to correctly identify

all who are covered by the NPA.

II. Goals You will be able to identify the various

aspects of licensure in the State 3f

California.

G

22
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UNIT II (cont'd)

II. (cont'd)

ail2t12111

18

4) Given a list of statements, you will

be able to select the applicable

methods for licensure in the State

of Clulifornim. (90%)

5) You will be able to comPletely and

correctly define libensure.

6) You will write in 50 words or less

your Position on institutional

licensure.

23
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1) Anderson, R. D. ragaLsounciaries of.lakaugualandat

Practtce (program instrFction). Sacramento:

R. D. Anderson, 1978. Pages 1-18.

2) Bullough, B. TtiarjIe.Laviu lole.
New York: ApDleton-Century-Crofts, 1975. Pages 153-170.

.3) Creighton, H. Law rye - Nurse Should Know. Philadelphia:

W. B. Saunder!! Company, 1975. Chapter 2.

4) Creighton, H. (Guest sd.). Nursing Clinics of North ,

America. Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders CompanY,

September, 1974.

, 5) Hall, V. C. Statutorx Regulation of the Scoce of Nuralm

Practice - A Cricital Survey, Chicago: The National

Joint Practice Committee, 1975.

, 6) Iller, C. "Six Mistalc'es That Could Land You in Jail."

RN, February 1979. Page 644..

7) Regan, W. A. Tlamzejan.11122=sm.ursing_LIA (Monthly

Newsletter). Providence, R.I.: Modica Press. Issues

for January, June, July, August, 1978 and June,

August, 1979.

9) Rothman,.D. A. and Rothman, N. L. The Professional Nurse

and the Law. Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1977.

Pages 65-81.

Streiff, C. J. (Ed.). Nursing and the Law (2nd ed.).

Rockville, Md.: Aspen Systems Corporation, 1975.

Pages 51-62.

24
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UNIT II TEST QUESTIONS

1) List the Three componerits of the Nurs:3 Practice Act.

a)

b)

c)

4.

2) In what source can the Nurse practice Act for the State

ot California be found?

3) From the following list, circle all of the people who

are covered by the Nurse Practice Act for the State of

California.

Registered Nurses

Nurses Aides

Psychiatric.Technicians

Physician's Assistants

Licensed Vocational Nurses

Doctors

Nurse Practitioners Foreign Nurses

4) Write a complete definition of the term licensure and

list the three methods of obtaining a license in the

State of California.

9
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UNIT /II OUTLINE

g2DIE211.1.

I. 'Definition

A. Requirements

1.

1. Offer and Acceptanne - reasonable period

2. Consideration

B. Types

1. Formal

a. Written

2. Simple

a. Verbal 0

3, Express

I. Implied

a. Silent

Application

10 Commitments

a. Hours and salary

b. Length of Contract -probationary periods

!leans

0. Days off duty

d. Local custom

D. Labor Relations and Unions

a 1. Labor Laws

a. Right to Work

J.

1. Collective bargaining .contract versus

"terminable at will."

b. Overtime pay

c. Pregnancy clauses

d. Pensions

26
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WM III OU'ifE (oont'd)

I. Definiti on ( oont d)

22

Te Agents/Principle - Definitions (Master-Servant Rule)
4

A 1. 4telastries

2. Privat.e Duty nursing

F. Contracts

1. Unenforceable

2. Illegal

a. Violation of the lair

b. Consent obtained by friud

0. Duress

d. Undue, influence'

e. Material misrepresentation

f. Mistake

3. Breach

a.4 Failure to fulfill terms

b. Misreprepentation

0. Negllience.

)

27
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UNIT III

92 a rim Is
V

.1

At one time or another, everyone will be exposed to a

contract, whether formal or informal. This unite will briefly

deal with the requirements for and types- of 'contracts, as

well as examples of valid, bindinucontracts nurses are

expOsed to. Labor relations and unions will be 'discussed.

'Various problems Of contracts and breach of contracts will

be cited.

I. Goal: You,will understand the various types of

contracts and the requirements which would
t.

make! each type valid.

40 ,Objectivess 1) Given a list of the types of contracts,

you will match them with a given list

. of descriptions of each. (804)

ft
2) Given a list of types of contracts,

you will state in writing the require-

ments which would make each type

valid. (70%)

II. Goal, You will understand the meaning of labor

relations and the various groups connected

with it.

Ob jective 1) Outside of class, you will write a

paper.of i00,;.200, ords, giving your

position on unions i professional

nursing and their influencs on

contracts.
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UNIT III (cont'd)

III. Goal:

oussitzu

24

You will know the difference between legal

and illegal (or valid and invalid) contracts

and what constitutes breach of contract.

I) (avon a set of situations describing

contracts, you will state in writing

whether each is legal.or illegal. (80%)

2) Given a set of situations describing

contracts, you will state in writing

whether each is or is not a breach

of contract. (80%)
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Pages 63-77.
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1) Match the following types of Contracts with the

appropriate description of eachi

a) Formal

b) Simple

c) Implied

d) Iftpressed

parol contract

contract requiring a "seal"

terms of the contract are given

orally or in writings

contradt required in writing

silent contract

2) Forgthe following list of types of contracts, list all

of the rem* x.ements necessary which would make each

type valid:

a) Formal -

_ b) Upressed

c) Implied -

0

0

31
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UNIT IV OUTLINE

Patient'sjilloLatiglIE

2?

I. A.H.A. Bill of Rights (1973)

41 A. The patient has the right to,

1. Considerate and respectful care.

2. Complete current information from his M.D. about'

41
diagnosis, treatment, and prognosis in terms he

Can understand.

3. Information from his M.D. enabling him tojive

informed consent before the procedure and the

name of who will do it.

4. Refuse treatment to the extent the law allows,

and the consequences of such.

5. Privacy in his medical program

a. Discreet conduct of examination and treatment

b. Confidentiality of the case

0. Permission for those not involved to be

present at case discussion, consultation,

exam, and treatment.

6. Have communications and records kept confidential.

7. Reasonable response to request for services

a. Based on urgency of his case.

b. Information concerning transfer

a. Knowledge of acceptance of transfer

8. Information about the professiona2 relationships

41
between the people treating him and the

institutions involved,

I 7 3 2
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UNIT IV OUTLINE (cont'd)
.4

9. Know about experimentation affecting his case

# or treatment, and the right to refuse.

. 10. EXpect reasonable continuity of care, even

after discharge.

11. Examine his bill and have it explained regardless

of who pays it.

12. Know what hospital rules and regulations apply to

his conduct while he is a patient.

II. Consent and Rights of Human Subjects

A. Definition

1. Informed - risk disclosure

2. Uninformed

a. Observation

b. Coercion

c. Withholding information - material

misrepresentation

d. Deception - Fraud

e. Duress - undue influence

f. Invasion of Privacy

g. Withholding Benefits

33



UNIT IV OUTLINE (Cont/CO.

29

B. Witnessing consent

1. Patient's reading, writing, understanding ability

2. Revocation by patient after, signature
3. Communication of problemi

4. Emergencies

5. Telephone consents

6. Minors

C. Consent for nursing procedures

III. Ethics

A. The difference between morality and practicality.

1. Religious views

2. Euthanasia

B. Code of Ethics for nurses

C. Nursing's Bill of Rights for Patients

0

3 4
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UNIT IV

Patient's Bill, of Rights

Every person is guaranteed certain rights and privileges
6

based on statutory and common law. Just because a person

becomes a patient does nst mean that he or she gives up those

rights upon entry into a health care system. In this unit,

the American Hospital Asiociation (AHA) Patient's Bill of

Rights will be individually examined, along with consent and

ethics, and how they relate to these rights. Also, the

National League for Nursing's Patient Bill of Rights will be

reviewed.

I. Goall You will be able to appropriately analyze

41
the A.M.A. Patient Bill of Rights.

pbJectivel 1) Given a list of the rights. Y ou will be

able to verbally state why each right

is necessary and appropriate, and give

examples for each. (100%)

II. Goals You will understand the various types of

consent.

Objectives, 1) You will define in writing each type of

consent. (80%)

2) Given a set of situations, You will

determine what type of consent was

obtained and whether it was legal

or illegal. ( 80%)

35
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UNIT IV (cont'd)

III; galls You will understand the definition of

ethics and the difference between morality

and practicality..

Obliectives 1) You will be able to completely and

correctly define in writing the term

Ethics.
(100%)

2) Given a set of descriptions of issues

that are moral versus practical, you

will be able to verbally defend one

position for each description.

36
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REILIY=2-QUEVXONS%

1) Define completely all oithe following terms'.

a) Informed consent -'

b) Coercion -

0) Duress -

d) Witreis -

e) Minor -

f) Uninformed consent -

g) 'Ethics

t,
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UNIT V OUTLINE

Liabtlity

I. Definition of Liability

A. Personal - including.Good Samaritan Laws

B. nstitiational

1.1/Public

2'. Private

II. Definition of Negleence

A. Acts of Negl,igence (Common); Xncident Reports

1. OperatiAg Room Errors

2. Burns .

3. Fails

4. Medi.cation errors

5. Injections

6. Mistaken identity

7. Administration of blood

6. Failure to communicirte A

9. Failure to exercise reasonable judgment

10.. Cluipment defectp

11. Errors due to Family Assistance

1. Abandonment

134 Loss or damage of patient property

14. Elopement

15. Infection

,16. Cardiac Arrest

- 17. Death pronouncement

4 0

I 791
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0

0

0

0

UNIT V OUTLINE.(cont'd)

III. Definition of Malpractice

A. Difference between Malpractice and Negligence

IV. Definition of Tort
Var.

A. Types of Torts

1. Assault and Battery

a. Lack of consent

b. Child-spouse clar-e

2. ?sire imprisonment

3. Alcoholics and public drunkenness

4. Restraints

5. Invasion of privacy

6. Defmation-Character assasination

a. Slander

b. Libel

c. Confidential communications

d. copyright-photocopying

7. Sterilization

8. Wrongful death

9. Autopsy

10. Transplantatio,A

11. Malpractice losseu

V. Definition of Crime

A. Misdemeanor

B, Felony

C. Difference between Criminal Act and Intent

D. Gross negligence

41
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UNIT V OUTLINE (cont'd)

V. Definition of Crime (cont'd)

2. Moral turpitude

1. Murder

2. Assault aml battery

3. Robbery

4. Mayhem

5. Rape

6* Controlled substances

Po Crininal conspiracy

37
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UNIT V

Liabilitv

Liability means reaponsibility. It is the basis of every

profession. This unit will explore the rse's personal and

professional liability with an emphasis on egligence, mal-

practice, torts, and crimes.

I. Goals You will know the definytions of the

termss liability, tot, negligence,

malpractice, crimes

Oblectivess I) Given a list o 4-you will match

them with their correcl definitions.

(90%)

2) You will explain in writini the dif-

ference between malpractice and

negligence; and tort end crime.

II. Goals You will be able to list the steps for

handling an incident, accident, or injUry.

Obiectivess 1) Given a list of steps, you will be

able to arrange them in order of
4

occurance. (1004)

2) Given a situation, you will correctly

and completely fill out an accident

report, and in writing, state who was

notified, what other forms were fill0

out, and what the outcome was. (1004)

3) Given a set of situations, you will state

in writing whether an ineident/accident

report is warranted and why. (80%)

4 3
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UNI TE.L.....MAUST ONS

1) TCxplain in 50 words or less the differences between the

followings

a) Malpractice and negligence -

b) Tort and Crime -

2) The following is a list of steps for handling an accident

with an injury. Arrange the list in the appropriate order

of occurances

Notify the supervisor

Call the patient's doctor

Chart the incident in the nurse's notes

.110.MMENI

Check the catient

Fill out the accident report

Determine the extent of the injury

Carry out the Dr's. orders

4 5



UNIT VI OUTLINE

I. Professional liability. insurance

A. Personal

1. Benefits

B. Institutional

1. Risk management

C. Workman's Compensation

0

0

-

4 6
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UN/T VI

InammasmullIkalimummal

For this unit, a guest speaker will explain the various

forms of insurance available at the present time. A state- .

sent will be made about the effectiveness of risk management

(self-ineured.hospitals) and about the correct procedures for

0

obtaining Workman's Compensation.

I. Goals You will know what type of insurance is

available to you and how to receive

Workman's Compensation.

Obiectivess 1) Outside of class, you will writs a

paper of 100-150 words accepting or

rejectingithe need for personal

insurance ever and above that which

a hospital you may work for provides.

2) You will list on paper the order of

the procedures used for obtaining

Workmanrs Compensation.
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1) Adler, J. "You Are Charged With ..." Nurse

Practktiouer, 1979. 4(1), 45-46.

2) Creightoft, K. Law'tvery Nurse Should Know.

Philadelphia. W. B. Saunders Company, 1975.

Pages 60-61.
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3) Rothman, D. A. and Rothman, N. L. The Professional Nurle

and the Law. Boston. Little, irewn and Company,

1977. Pages 114-120, 153-161.

4) A list of references will be provided by the vest

speaker.
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UNIT VI TEST Q22=11

1) List in proper order, the seven steps for obtaining

Workman's Compensation.

a)

b)

0)

6 d)

0)

f)

g)

4 9
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, UNIT VII .OUTLINE

Medical Records. Audil. Utilization Review

I. The Medical Record

A. Charting - means of communication

B. Consent

C. Incident reports

D. Computerized records .

S. Confidentiality

II, Medical Record ,Audit

A. Means for professional nurse accountability

III. Utilization Review

P
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UNIT VII

Medical !Word', Audit, Utilizationfteview

The mediOal record is the basic unit of communication

between, the people whe provide care for the patient., In this

unit the' legal aspects of the medical record, such as chart-

ing nurse's notes, will be examined, and the purposes of

audit and procedures for utilisation review will be explained.

I. Goals You will know what is legal and illegal

in a medical record.

Oblectives 1) Given a medical record,,you will state

II., 22111 L7,

verbally which parts are legal, which

are illegal, and why. (90%)

You will be able to write appropriate

nursing notes.

Ob4ectivess 1) Given a set of nursing notes, you

will note which have illegal terms,

corrections, and/or are incomplete.

(100%)

2) In class, you will write in 50-100

wbrds three complete nurse's notes
0,

III. Goals

withr

a) nq illegal terms or abbreviations

b) 1-2 corrections. (100%)

You will understand the procedures for

an audit and a utilization review.
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UNIT VII (cont'd)
AO

t

Objectives 1) In class, in groups'af 5, you will

Present an Audit or a utilization

review of a given medical record,

utilizing al of the steps Ar each.

(100%))'

s

tt.

'4
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MT VII Ticstsvppion

0

1) In the following nurse's notes, you will circle all of.

the, illegal terms and abbreviatiohs, circle all of tyie

illegal.corrections, and undetline'all of the notes that

0

are incomplete.

12/1/81/10130 A Admitted via w/c this 34 y.o. white ea

A.L.S. and reap. difficulty* Placed in bed -6 side mile

,up. Reasons explained.. H.O.B.Alt900 C. 02 on permask &t-

ill/Min'. Appears to be,dlightly cyanatic. Liis blue.

Dr.e.Schraft and Me. Twyler notified. Pt. told about Rm.,

regulations, and D.A.Z. Understands, so does family. At'

bedside at present. VS 982 - 76 7 22 (irreg) 14.2/82..'

Pt. has no questions,at present. Nannet Wilm N.A.
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UNIT VIII OUTLINE ,\

Wills

I. Definition of Will a6

A. Laws regarding wills (1837 Wills Act)

1) Disposal of Property - intestate "

2) Factors necessary for a valid will

a) Sound mind

b) Testamentary capaciiy.

0) Freedom from fraud and undue influence

d) Legal age

3) Execution of a will

a) Holographic-wills

b) Witnessing a*ill

II. Definition of a Gift

A. Requirements for a gift

B. Anatomical gifts

55
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UNIT VIII

Wills

In this unit, a guest speaker will explain the laws

regarding wills and the factors necessary for a,valid 'will.

The lecture 'will be.continued with the execution of a will,

the nurse's involvement, and the explanation of 'the term

I. lolls You will understand the nurse's involve-

ment in making valid wills and the

related factors of such.

ObJectivess 1) Outside of class, you will write a

150-200 word paper accepting or

rejecting the idea of having a will.

2) /n class, you will write a one-page

paper explaining the nurse's involve-

ment in the patient's making i will

based on the factors necessary for

validating the will. (90%)

3) verbally, you will explain the

difference between a will and a

"Gift." (100%)

, 56
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UNIT I(In inst*EsTros

1) Write a paper, no longer than one page, explaining the

nurse's irolvement with 'a patient mating a will in the

hospital, and include the factors necessary for making

the will valid.

40
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Instructor's paluation

Courses must be periodically reassessed and revised in

order to meet student and university needs, and the changing

world in which they evolve. Procedures for revising this

course would be carried out by the instructor in the following

ways's

1) 'Each objective would be assessed for student gain,

the students would be asked to define problems they

had trying to meet the objective, Mnd then based on

that information, the objective would be rewritten

(if neceesary) for future use.

2) Student achievement would be assessed through quizzes

(norm-referenced). Those students who received'an

unsatisfactory would be seen in consultation to

determine what the problems wire: If many students

failed, the questions would be posed to the whole

class and the quiz would be revised or dropped.

3) The examinations (criterion-referenced) would be 9

handled as in #21 however, in addition, they would

also be subject to statistical analyses such as item

analysis to determine problems.

4) Course evaluations would be analyzed to determine

what areas are in need of change. An example of the

Course-Instructor Evaluation form is found in

Figure 1.
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Instructor's Valuation (cont'd)

5) Revisions would be made as naw booki were made

available, and new law or legislation were passed.

6) The University would require revisions based on the

needs of the school, the students, and the ,

community.

It is estimated that 85% of the students will achieve 75%

of the objectivts. As noted in #1 above, each objective will

be assessed for student gain after it is completed and then

all will be reanalyzed at the end of'the course to see if the

estimates were factual.

For those students who are failing, it is hoped that

through counseling or tutoring throughout the semester, they

may be able to achieve the objectives. If they do not, the

course will be offered to then during the first gunner

session. Since this is a required prerequisite course, those

who have failed must retake the course and pass it in order

to start the clinical nursing courses.

60
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FIGURE 1

Coursp-Instructor Vvaluation*

Courses are evaluated by students at the end of each

seiester in order te determine if revistans are needed in the

course; and if.-the instructor's teaching methods need to be

changed. Your instructor will receive a'summary of the

course evaluations in order to make the necessary revisions

as indicated above. The,instructors will not see these

evaluations until all grades are'recorded.

Plemie do not put your name on thispliper or make anr other

c_

S

marks that could identify you.

Please fill out the following blanks completely.

Date Course number

Course title
Instructor's name

Age (currently)
lex (male or female)

Student's Major Year in School

Indicate your response to the questions or statements by

placing a circle around the number that you feel best describes

that question or statement. Feel free to make comments at the

end of the evaluation.

The questions and statements were taken troves

Simpson, R. H. and Seiderman, J. M. Student Sivaluation

of Teaching and Learninc. Washington, D.C., American

Association of Colleges for Teaching Education, 1962.
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?IGURE 1 (cont'd)

1) How do you like this course as compared with other courses

you have had, including those you are now taking?

1 2

one of
the poorest

3 4 -5

one of
the best

2) Comparing this course with the other courses you ars

taking, how much do you feel you have learned about the

subject matter?

1 2

less in this
course than
in any other

3 4 5

more than
in any other
course

3) -Comparectwith other courses on this grade level.and

carrying an equal amount of credit, what amount of time

have you put on study for this course?

1

less than
any other

I

2 3 4
more than
any other

4) Compared with other courses on this level and carrying an

equal amount of credit, do you regard this course as being?

1 2 3 4 5

very easy very hard

5) To what extent has this course encouraged you to think?

very little
2 3

6 2

4 5

very much



FIGURE I (cont'd)

6) The course objectives were.'

i 2 3 4. 5

diffictilt to
clear and

understand
understandable

,

in The course content has beens

1

of no
value

2

8) Course activities were'

5

verY
valuable

1 . 2

.

relation th
course ob ectives

'9) Class discussion wafts

l

4 5

in line
with course
objectives

1 2 3 4
, 5

a waste
highly

of time
valuable

10) How valuable were the assigned readings?

2

a waste
of time

a

11) Assignments were'

3 4 5

highly
valuable

1

frequently
not clear.

2 3

3

4 5

.always
clear



FIGURE 1 (conted)
f.

12) Length of assignments weree

1 2 3 4 5

.often,
' always

uhreasonable , reasonable

13) Nunber of examinations:

1

.too few

14) Number oi quizzess

2 3

cs.

4 5

too many

1

too few

2 .3 4 5

15) Questions in the exaninationss

too many

3

very
ambiguous

16) Examination's difficulty!

1

too
elementarY

2 3

17) Examination coverage of course contents

5

very
clear

4 5

too
difficult

1

very
incomplete

2 3 4 5

very thorough
and complete



?IGURE 1 (cont'd)

18) How much opportunity did you have in class to express

your own opinions and ideas?

1

practicaly
none

2 3

19) Instructor's attitude toward questionss'

4 5

as much as I
wanted or
needed to

1 2

ignores most
questions

3

20) Instructor's ability to explains

4 5

skillful in
drawing out
questions

1 2
the explanations
usually puzzle
me

3 4 5

the ewplana-
tions were
always clear

21) Availability of instructor for consultations

1 2 3

had no need never-

to see her . seemed
available

1

22) Instructor's knowledge of the subjects

4 5

always
available

1 2

appears poorly
informed

65

L. 5

seems highly
knowledgeable
of subject



PICWRE I (pont'd)
gP

23),Instructor.asa human beings

a

I 2

'not the kind
of person you
want to know

a

24) Instructor's tolerances

somagammoaerwm0=11.

2

intolerant of
student opinion

$
attractive
personality,
would like to
know her

3

25) Instructor's ability to express thoughts

4 5
recognizes and
upholds the
student's right
to have and
express opinions

2

much hesitation
meaning not clear

3

26) Instructor's self-confidences

4 5
words come
easily
meaning always
clear

1

hesitant,
uncertain

2 3 4

27) Instructor's willingness to help studentss

5
sure of herself,
meets difficulty
with poise

1 2

never willing
to help

3

66

4
always willing
to help



FIGURE 1 (cont'd)

28) Instructor's attitude towards teachings. .

1 2

does not seem
to enjoy
teaching

g9) Instructor's personal appearahces

4 5
.seems twbe
enthusiaitic )

about teaching

1 2

never neatly
dressed

3

30) Instructor's attitude towards student*:

4 5
always neatly

dressed

1 2

arouses antagonism
of students

Comments'

3 5
always oourteous
and considerate

T
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